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Consent Judgments & “Coblentz” Settlement Agreements 

WHAT DO THESE PHOTOS HAVE IN COMMON? CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS?  

Settlement? 
Roofing? 

Balcony / waterproofing? Structural? 
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Consent Judgments & “Coblentz” Settlement Agreements 

 Starts with construction defect claim (lawsuit)  

 If you are the plaintiff (e.g., owner experiencing defects) or even 3rd-

party plaintiff (GC suing subs), your objective should always be to 

maximize potential insurance coverage.   

 How you present claim / draft lawsuit should be with this mindset 

 If you are the defendant (e.g., insured GC) or 3rd-party defendant 

(e.g., insured sub), you are going to submit claim / lawsuit to applicable 

liability carrier(s) (CGL carriers) to: 

 (a) defend you; and  

 (b) indemnify / cover you for covered damage 

 If you are the insurer, your obligation to defend will be broader 

(triggered by allegations in complaint) than obligation to indemnify / 

cover claims 
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Practice Pointer #1 
Plaintiffs’ Attorneys: help get the GC get a defense (and a 

carrier involved) by alleging damages that will trigger the duty 
to defend under the GC’s policies. 

 
U.S. Fire Ins. v. J.S.U.B., 979 So. 2d 871 (Fla. 2007) 
Auto-Owners v. Pozzi Windows, 984 So. 2d 1241 (Fla. 2008) 

 
- Construction defects = an accident and “Occurrence”  

- Subcontractors’ defective work = “Occurrence” 
- Physical injury to tangible property arising out of the defective work/“Occurrence” = 

“Property Damage” 
- Subcontractors’ defective work caused “Property Damage”  
- Where defective work /“Occurrence” damages the work of other subs (‘other work’) = covered 

“Property Damage”.  
 
Examples: 
- Property Damage to personal property of owners/residents 
- Property Damage that was ‘caused by’ the construction defect, not just the defect itself.   

- Missing flashing on the roof = the construction defect (roofer’s scope of work) 
- Which caused water to intrude, which damaged the interior drywall (carpenter’s scope 

of work) 
- Timing of Property Damage. Did it begin to occur once operations were complete (i.e. 

substantial completion or CO) and continues as the defects have not been repaired?  
- What is your jurisdiction’s “Trigger of Coverage”? 
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Consent Judgments & “Coblentz” Settlement Agreements 

• Owner has construction defects; files 
lawsuit 

Owner - Plaintiff 

• GC tenders lawsuit to CGL carrier for 
defense (hopefully, it’s provided a 
defense) 

GC - Defendant / 3rd Party Plaintiff 

• GC, if defended, sues subs responsible 
for construction defects (hopefully, subs 
provided a defense) 

Sub – Third Party Defendant 
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Practice Pointer #2 

GC & Subcontractor Attorneys:  

Do not wait to put carriers on notice!  

- If your state has something equivalent to Florida’s 

Construction Defect Statute 558, once you get notice, put 

your clients’ carriers on notice!  

- Don’t rely on the agent/broker. 

- All carriers (from the date of the prime contract through the 

date of first notice) should be placed on notice. 

- Why? Timing matters! CGLs cover “property damage only if 

the property damage is caused by an occurrence” and 

“property damage occurs during the coverage period” 
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Consent Judgments & “Coblentz” Settlement Agreements 

Hypothetical 1: 

 GC hired to construct condominium.  Post-completion, numerous defects 
discovered resulting in many millions of dollars in water intrusion damage.  Condo 
ass’n sues GC (common occurrence).  GC tenders defense to its CGL carrier and 
CGL denies coverage, and thus, refuses to defend GC. 
     
  What does condo ass’n do? 
 
 What does GC do? 

Hypothetical 2: 

 Same as above but GC is defended and sues various subs (glazing sub, 
balcony concrete sub, waterproofing sub, exterior finish sub, etc.).  The glazing sub’s 
carrier denies coverage and refuses to defend sub and sub responsible for a lot of 
the water intrusion damage. 

 What does GC do? 

 What does glazing sub do? 

 This is where your creative, collaborative settlement between 3rd party 
claimant and insured comes into play where insured gives a stipulated / 
consent judgment in favor of 3rd party claimant 
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Consent Judgments & “Coblentz” Settlement Agreements 

Why does the insured give a consent judgment? 

  In many jurisdictions, a non-insured cannot sue  

 another’s (CGL) liability policy until they get a judgment 

 against the insured  

 

Ex.: Florida Statute s. 627.4136 – Florida’s Non-Joinder Statute 

 

It shall be a condition precedent to the accrual or maintenance of 

a cause of action against a liability insurer by  a person not an 

insured under the terms of the liability insurance contract that 

such person shall first obtain a settlement or verdict against a 

person who is an insured under the terms of such policy for a 

cause of action which is covered by the policy 
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Consent Judgments & “Coblentz” Settlement Agreements 

Florida  “Where a liability insurer denies coverage and 

wrongfully refuses to defend an insured against a claim, the 

law recognizes that the insured may enter into a fair consent 

judgment for liability with the adverse party and bind the 

insurer, if coverage exists, despite language in the policy that 

seemingly would prevent such a result. This is referred to as a 

Coblentz agreement.” Petro v. Travelers Cas. and Sur. Co. of 

America, 54 F.Supp.3d 1295, 1302 (N.D.Fla. 2014) 
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Once the carrier denies a defense, the insured is 

allowed to take steps to protect its interests 

Coblentz v. Amer. Surety Co. of NY, 

416 F.2d 1059 (5th Cir. Fla. 1969) 

It is a well-settled principle that 

where a person is responsible over 

to another, either by operation of 

law or express contract, and he is 

duly notified of the pendency of the 

suit against the person to whom he 

is liable over, and full opportunity is 

afforded him to defend the action, 

the judgment, if obtained without 

fraud or collusion, will be 

conclusive against him, whether he 

appeared or not. 

Steil v. Fla. Physicians' Ins. Recip.,  

448 So. 2d 589 (Fla. 3d DCA 1984) 

If carrier is later determined to have 

wrongfully refused to defend and the 

claim is within the coverage, it will 

be obligated to pay the amount of 

the settlement or judgment,  at least 

within its policy limits, in the 

absence of a showing of 

collusion or fraud. 
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Consent Judgments & “Coblentz” Settlement Agreements 

Minnesota  “In a Miller–Shugart settlement, an 

insured…who has been denied coverage for a claim agrees 

with the claimant…on a judgment for an amount collectible 

from the insurance policy. The claimant releases the insured 

from personal liability and the claimant's recovery is limited to 

the amount obtained from the insurers.” Corn Plus Co-Op v. 

Continental Cas. Co., 516 F.3d 674, n.2  (8th Cir. 2008) 
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Consent Judgments & “Coblentz” Settlement Agreements 

Arizona  “The term ‘Morris agreement’ is generally used to 

describe a settlement agreement in which an insured 

defendant admits to liability and assigns to a plaintiff his or her 

rights against the liability insurer, including any cause of action 

for bad faith, in exchange for a promise by the plaintiff not to 

execute the judgment against the insured.” Safeway Ins. Co. 

v. Guerrero, 106 P.3d 1020, n.1 (Ariz 2005). See also Quihus v. 

State Fram Mut. Auto Ins. Co., 748 F.3d 911, n.1 (9th Cir. 2014) 

(also referred to as “Damron Agreement” when insurer denies 

defense whereas Morris Agreement utilized when insurer 

defends under reservation of rights) 
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Consent Judgments & “Coblentz” Settlement Agreements 

Florida For 3rd party (plaintiff) to recover under Coblentz 

Agreement, it must prove: 

 1)  insurer wrongfully refused to defend insured 

 in 3rd party’s action against insured;  

 2) insurer had obligation to indemnify / cover 

 insured for the damages under the policy; and 

 3) settlement and judgment made in good faith 

 (no fraud or collusion) and objectively

 reasonable 

Petro v. Travelers Cas. and Sur. Co. of America, 54 

F.Supp.3d 1295, 1302 (N.D. Fla. 2014) 
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Consent Judgments & “Coblentz” Settlement Agreements 

Minnesota For 3rd party (plaintiff) to recover under 

Miller-Shugart Agreement, it must prove: 

 

 1) Insurer had obligation to indemnify / cover insured 

for  the damages under the policy 

 2) Insured notified insurer of its intent to enter such an 

 agreement; 

 3) Settlement is reasonable (not result of fraud or 

 collusion) 

Nelson v. American Home Assur. Co., 825 F.Supp.2d 909 

(D.Minn. 2011) 
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What goes in a Coblentz? 

1) Reasonable Settlement Amount  

2) Consent Judgment (may be optional) 
• Monticello Ins. Co. v. City of Miami Beach, 06-20459-CIV, 2009 WL 667454, at *13 (S.D. 

Fla. 2009)(This principle that an insurer that wrongfully refuses to defend the insured is 

bound by the terms of a settlement between the insured and the injured party and may 

not relitigate the issue of liability has been reaffirmed in numerous subsequent cases in 

Florida. E.g., Gallagher v. Dupont, 918 So.2d 342, 347–48 (Fla.Dist.Ct.App.2005); Wright 

v. Hartford Underwriters Ins. Co., 823 So.2d 241, 242–43 (Fla.Dist.Ct.App.2002); 

Wrangen v. Pa. Lumbermans Mut. Ins. Co., 2009 WL 151715, *4 (S.D.Fla., Jan.16, 2009). 

Florida law therefore explicitly provides that liability can be established by a settlement 

agreement. Here, I similarly conclude that the City's liability has been established by the 

settlement agreements and does not require a separate judicial determination.) 

3) Covenant not to execute on Consent Judgment or collect 

from Insured 

4) Insured assigns rights under the policy 

5) Insured is released by the Claimant  
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Practice Pointer #4 
Additional Consideration for Coblentz 

 

1) Assignment is taking place before release 

 

2) Don’t record the Consent Judgment  

 - if your client is a contractor – can affect licensing  

 

3) Claimant’s right to allocate funds collected 

 

4) Recovery of Insured’s defense fees and costs from claimant upon 

recovery from the carrier 

 

5) Insured does not make any promises or warranties 

 

6) Claimant cannot come back after Insured if Claimant is not 

successful against carrier 
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Consent Judgments & “Coblentz” Settlement Agreements 

Going back to hypothetical 1: 

 GC’s CGL insurer denies coverage.  Ass’n and GC stipulate to 
$2 Million in liability (within policy limits, perhaps more) reduced to 
consent judgment.  GC assigns rights under policy to Ass’n and Ass’n 
agrees not to execute on judgment against GC. Ass’n then sues GC’s 
insurer to recover $2 Million.  Ass’n needs to prove: 

 (1) Insurer wrongly refused to defend GC; 

 (2) Insurer owed GC duty of indemnity under policy (there was 
 coverage);  

 (3) $2M settlement / judgment was made in good faith and was 
 *reasonable 

*= Ass’n needs to be able to show $2M is covered damage under policy 
or be able to apportion such damage in action against insurer (e.g., 
prove that $1M is resulting water damage caused by subs’ defective 
workmanship) 
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Consent Judgments & “Coblentz” Settlement Agreements 

Going back to hypothetical 2 (less common): 

 Glazing sub’s CGL carrier denied defense and coverage.   

 - GC hopefully additional insured and can sue sub’s carrier 
directly.  

 - Or, GC settles with owner (and remaining subs) except glazing 
sub (perhaps, owner assigns its damages to GC).  GC then enters 
Coblentz agreement with sub to recoup “resulting water damage” caused 
by glazing sub’s defective workmanship. 

 - Or, owner, GC, and sub enter into collaborative agreement that 
reduces glazing sub’s covered damages to a judgment.  Owner may be 
interested if not enough insurance proceeds to cover all of its damages.  
GC may be interested if owner agrees to forego trying to recover this 
amount against GC. 
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Practice Pointer #3 

Shifting Risk 

Indemnification  

Hold Harmless & Defense 

Additional Insured Status  

 

Why are risk shifting mechanism important? 

 

 

Interplay of: scope of work, indemnification provisions, 

insurance requirements & programs 
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Indemnification, HH and Defense 

What is this?  

 

Who is being indemnified? 

Who is providing indemnification?  

 

For what? 

Watch for Anti-Indemnity Statutes 

 

Defense obligations, too?  
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Additional Insured (“AI”) Status  

What is AI status?  

Why do I care? 

 

Ok, I’m an AI…now what?  

What do I get as an AI? 

 

What do the Certificates of Insurance say? 

 

What do the AI policies say? 

 

What do the subcontracts say? 
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Consent Judgments & “Coblentz” Settlement Agreements 

If you are an insurer dealing with “Coblentz” Agreement, you are going to 
argue: 

 - No Coverage under the policy! 

 - Not Reasonable – potential reasonableness factors:  

Examples of reasonableness factors 

“[T]he releasing person's damages; the merits of the releasing person's 
liability theory; the merits of the released person's defense theory; the 
released person's relative faults; the risks and expenses of continued 
litigation; the released person's ability to pay; any evidence of bad faith, 
collusion, or fraud; the extent of the releasing person's investigation and 
preparation of the case; and the interests of the parties not being released.” 
See Chaussee v. Maryland Cas. Co., 60 Wash.App. 504, 512 (1991) quoting 
Glover v. Tacoma Gen. Hosp., 98 Wahh.2d 708, 717 (1983) (trial court has 
discretion to weigh reasonableness factors) 
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Reasonableness  

of the Consent Judgment/Settlement  

• “The determination of whether settlement is reasonable is made 
by a ‘reasonable person’ standard … proof of reasonableness 
is ordinarily established through the use of experts to testify 
about such matters as the extent of the defendant’s liability, the 
reasonableness of the amount in comparison with compensatory 
awards in other cases, and the expenses which would have 
been required for the settling defendants to defend the lawsuit.”  
Chomat v. Northern Ins. Co. of New York, 919 So. 2d 535 (Fla. 3d DCA 2006); Steil, 448 So. 2d 
589, 592. 

•  The reasonableness of a settlement/consent judgment is 
determined by review of the information known at the time of 
settlement.  Auto-Owners Ins. Co. v. St. Paul Fire and Marine Ins. Co., 547 So. 2d 148, 154 
(Fla. 2d DCA 1989) (noting, that “since Auto-Owners is entitled to recovery of any reasonable 
settlement it made … a factual issue is whether its settlement was reasonable.  The settlement’s 
reasonableness will be determined in part by the possibility of exposure in light of the silence of 
Florida’s courts on the issue at the time the settlement agreements were signed.”). 
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Reasonableness of the Consent 

Judgment/Settlement  

• The determination as to the reasonableness also 
includes the amount of expenses that the settling party 
would incur if the settling party had gone through trial.  
Chomat, 919 So. 2d 535.   

•  In assessing the reasonableness of the settlement, it is 
undisputed that: (1) GAIC sought both to avoid defense 
and indemnity, and had refused to settle within its policy 
limits, rendering exposure to a judgment exceeding limits 
very likely; and (2) an amount on the ragged edge of 
reasonableness is enforceable against GAIC.  See Hyatt 
Legal Serv. v. Ruppitz, 620 So. 2d 1134, 1137 (Fla. 2d DCA 1993) (upholding 
consent judgment which was “very generous” and “within the outer range of a 
reasonable amount.”). 
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Good Faith / No Collusion 

• In determining good faith, it is well to remember that all settlements require 
agreement, and are thus by definition collusive.   

•  “While Florida courts have not provided a comprehensive definition of 
‘good faith’ in the context of Coblentz agreements, courts have held that a 
‘bad faith claim includes a false claim, or collusion in which the plaintiffs 
agree to share the recovery with the insured.”  Monticello Ins. Co. v. City of Miami 
Beach, No.06-20459-CIV, 2008 WL 906537 (S.D. Fla. April 3, 2008).  

• Bad faith includes “misrepresentation, concealment, secretiveness, lack of 
serious negotiations on damages, attempts to affect the insurance 
coverage, profit to the insured, and attempts to harm the interest of the 
insurer.”  Id. at *2 (citations omitted).  “The ordinary standard of collusion or fraud is 
inappropriate.”  Steil, 448 So. 2d at 589. 

•  Neither a lack of diligence or negligence in investigating the underlying 
claim, or even a self-interested settlement “standing alone would be 
sufficient to support a finding of bad faith.”  Auto-Owners Ins. Co. v. Southeast Floating Docks, 

Inc., 571 F.3d 1143, 1146 (11th Cir. 2009).  More to the point, “[b]ad faith requires an 
improper motive or dishonest purpose.”  Id.  
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Practice Pointer #5 

Financial Affidavits &/or Limiting 
Language 

 
INSURED warrants and represents that there exists 

no nonexempt assets and/or sources, under operation 
of law, whether they be cash, bank accounts, real 
estate/property, stocks, bonds, choses in action, 

claims, investments, insurance policies or the like, 
which are readily available to INSURED in order to 

satisfy the Settlement Amount in whole or in 
significant part.  For the purposes of this paragraph, a 
significant part shall mean greater than $XXX,000.00   
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Practice Pointer #6 

Discovery 

 All communications about arriving at the 

reasonable settlement amount and drafting the 

Coblentz – may be discoverable by the carrier! 
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Coblentz is Found Invalid  
 If settlement is unreasonable and collusive, then insurer has no liability to pay 

any part of the settlement, even if the insurer wrongfully refused to defend.  
 Taylor v Safeco Ins. Co., 361 So. 2d 743, 746 (Fla. 1st DCA 1978) 

 Lawrence v Burke, 431 P.2d 302 (Ariz. 1967)  

 BUT – in Taylor, the Court remanded for a determination of coverage and 

reasonableness, and the subsequent proceedings were not published. 

 
 

 Compare with: 

 Carrier not liable at all 

 Fidelity & Cas. Co. of New York v Galt, 196 F.2d 329 (5th Cir. 1952 

 Continental Cas. Co. v Hemple, 4 Fed. Appx. 703, 716 (10th Cir. 2001) 

 Unreasonableness without collusion gives the claimant a second chance to 

establish its damages, but a finding of unreasonableness and collusion 

results in a zero recovery 

 Pozzi Window v Auto-Owners Ins., 429 F. Supp. 2d 1311 (11th Cir. 2006) 

 Hold the settlement unenforceable and reinstate for trial the plaintiff’s tort 

claim against the defendant insured 

 Alton M. Johnson Co. v M.A.I. Co., 463 N.W.2d 277, 279 (Minn. 1990) 

 State Farm Fire and Cas. Co. v. Gandy, 925 S.W.2d 696 (Tex.1996) 
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 Zurich American Insurance Company v. Frankel Enterprises, 2008 WL 2787704 (C.A. 11 July 18, 2008)(unpublished opinion). 

 Cont’l Cas. Co. v Hempel, 4 Fed. Appx. 703 (10th Cir. 2001)(applying New Mexico law) 

 Red Oaks Condo. Owners Assoc. v Sundquist Holdings, Inc., 116 P.3d 404 (Wash. Ct. App. 2005) 

 Pruyn v Agricultural Ins. Co., 42 Cal. Rptr. 2d 295 (Cal. Ct. App. 1995) 

 Lida Mftg. Co. v U.S. Fire Ins. Co., 448 S.E.2d 854 (N.C. Ct. App. 1994)(Under North Carolina law, an insurer has no obligation to pay a consent 

judgment if (1) the plaintiff in the underlying action has executed a covenant not to execute the judgment against the insured, and (2) the insuring 

agreement in the liability policy states that the insurer will pay on behalf of the insured all sums which the insured shall become “legally obligated to pay 

as damages. 

 Terrell v Lawyers Mut.Liab. Ins. Co. of North Carolina, 507 S.E.2d 923 (N.C. Ct. App. 1998) 

 Walthers v Travelers Cas. & Sur. Co., 1999 WL 793939 (D. Or. Sept. 16, 1999) 

 Stubblefield v St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. Co., 517 P.2d 262 (Or. 1973), overruled by Or. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 31.825 (West 2007) (formerly Or. Rev. Stat. 

Ann. § 17.100 (West 2003)) 

 Guillen v Potomac Ins. Co. of Illinois, 751 N.E.2d 104 (Ill. App. Ct. 2001) aff’d and modified by 785 N.E.2d 1 (Ill. 2003) 

 Kim v State Farm Fire & Cas. Co.,728 N.E.2d 530 (Ill. App. Ct. 2000) 

 Keystone Spray Equip., Inc. v Regis Ins. Co., 767 A.2d 572 (Pa. Super. Ct. 2001) 

 Patrons Oxford Ins. Co. v Harris, 905 A.2d 819 (Me.2006) 

 Quorum Health Res., L.L.C. v Maverick County Hosp. Dist., 308 F.3d 451 (5th Cir. 2002) 

 Taylor v Safeco Ins. Co., 361 So. 2d 743 (Fla. 1st DCA 1978) 

 Metcalf v Hartford Acc. & Indem. Co., 126 N.W.2d 471 (Neb. 1964)(because the insurer wrongfully refused to defend, the insurer was “in no position to 

attack the judgment in the absence of fraud collusion, or bad faith.”) 

 Spence-Parker v Maryland Ins. Group, 937 F. Supp. 551 (E.D. Va. 1996) 

 Midwestern Indem. Co. v Laikan, 119 F. Supp. 2d 831 (S.D. Ind. 2000) 

 Cont’l Cas. Co. v Westerfield, 961 F. Supp. 1502 (D.N.M.1997) 

 Liberty Mut. Ins. Co. v Eades, 448 S.E.2d 631 (Va. 1994) (“[a] consent judgment entered upon a stipulation of the parties requires judicial action by the 

court and therefore is valid, has substantially the same effect as any other judgment, is conclusive of the matters adjudicated, and is not subject to 

collateral attack except upon jurisdictional grounds or for fraud or collusion . . . .”) 

 Himes v Safeway Ins. Co., 66 P.3d 74 (Ariz. Ct. App. 2003) (citing the Damron case for the proposition that “[t]here are some Damron/Morris agreements 

under which an insurer has no right to contest damages on the basis of reasonableness, but only on the basis of fraud or collusion”) 

 Fireman’s Fund Ins. Co. v Imbesi, 826 A.2d 735 (NJ. Super. Ct.) 

 Pasha v Rosemount Memorial Park, Inc., 781 A.2d 1119 (N.J. Super. Ct. 2001) 

 Griggs v Bertram, 443 A.2d 163 (N.J. 1982) 
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